Zoning and Subdivision Committee
Meeting Agenda
COVID19 Notice: Due to COVID19, this meeting will be virtual. Log in information for the
virtual meeting is below.
Meeting Date and Time: March 16, 2021 from 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Virtual Meeting Log In:
Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://zoom.us/j/91030162009?pwd=c01kNXdVV2dwMVZpWFhvWXdjUkZLUT09
Meeting ID: 910 3016 2009
Passcode: 334358
You can also dial in using your phone.
(312) 626-6799
Meeting ID: 910 3016 2009
Passcode: 334358
Expected Attendees: Mitch Adams, Nick Engle, Everett Haynes, Scott Knebel, Robert
Mendoza, Chris Mosley, Jessica Rhein, Kathy Sexton, Dan Squires, Jenny Webster
Expected Absences: None
Time

Agenda Item

5:30 p.m. – 5:33 p.m.

Meeting Notes from February 16, 2021

5:33 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.

Meeting Schedule

5:35 p.m. – 5:45 p.m.

Street Design and Street Trees

5:45 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Town Centers

6:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

Zoning in Core Neighborhoods

6:30 p.m. – 6:40 p.m.

Home Occupations

6:40 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

B-4 Central Shopping District

Next Meeting: April 20, 2021 at 5:30 p.m.

Zoning and Subdivision Committee
Meeting Notes
Meeting Date and Time: February 16, 2021 from 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Meeting Location: Virtual Meeting via GoToMeeting
Present Attendees: Mitch Adams, Nick Engle, Everett Haynes, Scott Knebel, Robert
Mendoza, Chris Mosley, Jessica Rhein, Kathy Sexton, Dan Squires, Jenny Webster
Absences: Jessica Rhein
Agenda Items & Notes
I. Meeting Notes from January 19, 2021
• No revisions requested
II. Meeting Schedule
• General Discussion about upcoming meetings and topics
III. Street Design Guidelines
• Kathy Sexton asked how wide is a large truck when we remove a foot from a travel
lane, how wide is a large truck.
• Scott Knebel answered that the largest trucks are 10.5 ft. wide from mirror to mirror.
• Sexton asked if Wichita utilizes 11 ft. wide lanes.
• Scott answered that Wichita and much of the country uses 11 ft. wide travel lanes.
• Sexton asked why Derby uses 12 ft. travel lanes.
• Squires answered that 12 ft. lanes are most likely a highway standard but he does not
know the exact history.
• Sexton asked if Wichita for sure uses 11 ft. lanes
• Squires and Knebel answered yes. Wichita sometimes uses 12 ft. travel lanes.
• Sexton asked why the 8 ft. path on the diagram is labeled as an 8 ft. sidewalk. Multi-use
paths in Derby are 8 ft. wide.
• Knebel answered that the municipal code refers to 8 ft. paths in commercial areas as
sidewalks.
• Sexton added that the municipal code should be reviewed since 8 ft. paths are
promoted as multi-use paths.
• Knebel added that he is not suggesting 8 ft. paths be called sidewalks but the
suggestion is when new paths are built, they be 10 ft. wide.
• Sexton asked why.
• Knebel answered because that is what the Comprehensive plan states, most likely due
to Federal guidelines.
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Sexton stated if paths are built with federal money, they should be 10 ft. wide but those
built with City funds could be 8 ft. wide.
Squires added that they will look at American Association of State Highway and
Transportation officials (AASHTO) standards. Wider paths provide space for passing
and paths should be designed in accordance with the standards.
Sexton stated that language should be added to provide flexibility between 8 ft. and 10
ft. multi-use paths. While arterials may not be a common street standard, there is a real
possibility that 95th St. South and 55th St. South could be within the city in the near
future, which would be classified as arterials. Rock Rd. north of the water tower could
also be improved and is within the long-range plan.
Squires added the Rock Rd. improvements are most likely to occur next.
Mitch Adams asked if the new street light at Rock and 55th St. South could be
incorporated into the Rock Rd. improvements.
Squires answered that the intersection would be considered with any project to
reconstruct Rock Rd.
Sexton asked for clarification if the proposed signal at Rock Rd. and 55th St. South is
temporary.
Squires answered that is correct, County is planning on installing a temporary signal at
that intersection.
Robert Mendoza asked if the medians are continuous or intermittent to allow breaks for
access and service.
Knebel answered the medians will be intermittent. Breaks at least every 660 ft.
Squires added that there has been internal discussion regarding the proposed changes,
which are fairly significant. None of these proposals are permanent and input is
welcome. There are advantages and disadvantages to narrower lanes.
Sexton asked if the Derby Grand Tour would be existing streets or a new street.
Knebel answered that the proposed Derby Grand Tour standards would apply to a new
segment, not existing streets incorporated into the Derby Grand Tour.
Sexton asked if the 10 ft. travel lane is wide enough for large trucks.
Knebel answered that there is a 5 ft. buffer and 16 ft. median on either side of the travel
lane, providing sufficient space for a wider vehicle.
Mendoza added that snow plows will damage vertical elements, such as bollards,
containers, etc. There is a concern with vertical obstacles in the 5 ft. buffer strip.
Squires added that some concerns can be accommodated in design.
Chris Mosley added that rumble strips could be used in the buffer strips as an audible
notice to motorists that they are leaving their travel lane.
Adams stated that reducing the width of the 7 ft. bike lane to increase the size of the 10
ft. travel lanes is an option.
Knebel answered that while not clearly shown on the diagrams, the bike lanes are
actually 5 ft. wide with 2.5 ft. curb and gutter.
Sexton asked if the lanes could be smaller.
Knebel answered that the lanes could be smaller for an 80 ft. wide right-of-way at
minimum but not a good policy to ask for the minimum when platting.
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Squires added that wider right-of-way is preferred for sidewalks and utilities.
Sexton added that since the State legislature has changed laws to allow
telecommunication companies to install equipment in right-of-way, sufficient space
should be provided within the right-of-way. Sexton asked if the City would be asking for
more land for right-of-way compared to other cities.
Knebel answered that Derby Grand Tour requires less right-of-way compared to a 120
ft. wide arterial right-of-way.
Squires added that the proposed amendments will provide developers additional
developable space with smaller lot sizes which will offset the increased right-of-way
sizes.
Sexton asked if there could be a project to demonstrate how an existing collector could
be revised to meet the proposed major collector standards.
Squires answered that the proposed bike lane striping on Triple Creek Dr. and Tall Tree
Rd. will be a demonstration project. Speed studies will be performed before and after
the proposed improvements to verify how the project affects traffic speeds.
Adams asked if the demonstration project would just be striping
Squires answered that is correct.
Sexton added that the on-street bike lanes cater to serious bikers. There is sufficient
space on some streets to accommodate bike lanes. Need clarification there is sufficient
space for golf carts in these lanes.
Mendoza added that when collector streets are plowed, the centerline is plowed to
provide access down the middle. On-street parking is not a detriment to snow removal.
Jenny Webster asked if there would be issues with local residential street types and
schools, which could create traffic concerns and congestion.
Knebel answered that the local residential street type would not be used adjacent to
schools and/or churches.
Sexton added that the school district is moving towards larger elementary schools on
larger campuses. The traffic issues are typically associated with the older schools in
established neighborhoods with narrower streets.
Squires added that committee members can contact Scott if they have additional
thoughts and comments regarding street standards.
Adams asked if there is a way to count bike cyclists.
Squires answered that the Wichita Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (WAMPO)
performs traffic counts at specific locations over several years. Traffic counter tubes can
function to count cyclists and cameras are also used.
Sexton added more information is needed on who uses on-street bike lanes, such as
bicycles, golf carts, motorcycles, etc. More examples implemented into the presentation
would be beneficial.
Nick Engle concurred that more examples would be beneficial.
Mendoza added that smaller streets with landscaping are quaint but would not want to
live on it. The focus should be on the community aspect rather than just on smaller
lanes. The proposed changes will change neighborhoods and create neighborhoods
different than existing neighborhoods.

•

Sexton added that finance is another consideration of smaller streets with lower
construction and maintenance costs.

IV. Street Trees
• Mendoza stated that the City Horticulturist and Director of Parks will need to be involved
when crafting a policy to manage and control street trees. Choose species at the time of
street and neighborhood design. Enforcing property owners to maintain trees will be a
challenge and there will also be increased maintenance and labor costs. Challenges
with utilities, maintenance and labor costs, enforcement, and traffic visibility. Street trees
can be implemented but need to be done well and thoughtfully. The Urban Forestry
Board should discuss street trees. Discuss with Urban Forestry Board
• Knebel added that the proposed language does state that street trees shall be approved
by the Director of Public Works.
• Squires added that during review of Planned Unit Developments (PUD), a landscape
plan is required. One potential solution could be requiring a landscape plan during the
platting phase of a new development where species and locations of street trees could
be reviewed.
• Mendoza stated that intentional street design and landscaping is important and
consideration of how it will appear in 10 years.
• Squires added that language could be implemented into restrictive covenants for the
subdivision, stating that required species of trees.
• Mendoza stated that trees are like managing another utility with costs and lifespans. Do
not just consider beautification but also technical considerations. A street tree policy will
take time to get right and needs public input. A consideration is implementing an Urban
Forestry Plan into the Master Parks Plan.
• Sexton asked if private property owners would be responsible for maintaining street
trees.
• Mendoza answered that is correct, written in ordinance.
• Sexton asked if the City cares for street trees.
• Mendoza answered that City maintains street trees along bike and hike system. City
requires homeowners to address issues they have created.
• Sexton stated that a document providing street tree guidelines and species should be
provided to developers at the beginning of design.
• Mendoza added that landscaping designs can be shared with the City Horticulturist for
input.
• Sexton asked if the Urban Forestry Board now has time to consider street trees and
standards.
• Mendoza answered it does. Members can champion street trees and create a
comprehensive list of street tree candidates.
• Sexton asked that Planning send the draft of the document to Sexton and Mendoza for
review and editing. The City Horticulturist and Urban Forest Board can be involved.
• Adams asked if the list includes recommendations for what private property owners
plant in their rear yards.

•

Sexton answered that the list is for trees in front yards and along streets.

V. Town Center Special Districts
• Knebel provided an introduction but will elaborate further at the beginning of the next
meeting (March 16, 2021).
Next Meeting: March 16, 2021 at 5:30 p.m.
• Next meeting will be virtual.
• Meeting concluded at 7:06 p.m.

Zoning and Subdivision Committee
Meeting Schedule
(Committee meetings held virtually)

Date

Time

Meeting and Purpose

10/20/20 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Purpose, schedule, topics, and
engagement
11/17/20 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Topics, stakeholder input, and engagement
process
12/15/20 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Mixed-use development
01/19/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Walkable development
02/16/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Street design and street trees
03/16/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Town centers and infill development
04/20/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Design criteria
05/18/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Clarify ambiguous code provisions
06/15/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Streamline review procedures
07/20/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Review and discuss draft recommendations
08/17/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Finalize draft recommendations
09/02/21 6:30 p.m. Planning Commission – Present draft recommendations and set public hearing
09/14/21 6:30 p.m. City Council – Present draft recommendations in a workshop
09/21/21 5:30 p.m. Zoning and Subdivision Committee – Review feedback from Planning
Commission and City Council and develop final recommendations
10/07/21 6:30 p.m. Planning Commission – Hold public hearing and make recommendation to City
Council
10/26/21 6:30 p.m. City Council – First reading
11/09/21 6:30 p.m. City Council – Second reading

Zoning and Subdivision Committee
Street Design and Street Trees
At the February 16, 2021 meeting, the steering committee had a robust discussion
regarding street design and street trees. The discussion revealed the numerous and
complex details involved with designing streets and developing a comprehensive street
tree planting program. Since the focus of this committee is to recommend amendments
of the zoning and subdivision regulations to the Planning Commission, it is
recommended that only the amendments to the subdivision regulations regarding street
types and minimum right-of-way widths proceed at this time. Specifics regarding street
design standards and a comprehensive street tree planting program are recommended
to be developed in the future by separate committees that can give those topics the
focus they need.

Zoning and Subdivision Committee
Town Centers
The Vision Derby 2040 Comprehensive Plan on pages 79-97 (see attached) identifies
four Special Development Areas called town centers. A town center is a place where
people gather, sometimes not knowing exactly where they will end up or what they will
be doing. A visitor may visit a particular store then end up spending time at a nearby
square to enjoy the weather and social interaction. Gathering places like these elevate
Derby’s quality of life and present opportunities to enhance the already great community
comradery in Derby today.
Among the strategies recommended by Vision Derby 2040 for the Special Development
Areas are zoning regulation amendments that allow appropriate deviations from the
permitted uses and development standards of the underlying zoning districts to
accomplish the special development character of these areas. Since the development
character of each of the four Special Development Areas will be different and it will take
time to refine the development program and coordinate it with investment in
infrastructure and services, a flexible zoning tool called an “overlay district” is proposed
to be included in the zoning regulations for use in the future.
The attached T-C Town Center District would be applied in the future as an overlay
district to underlying residential and non-residential zoning districts. The process to
apply the T-C Town Center District would be initiated by the City Council or the Planning
Commission after further study of a Special Development Area.
The T-C Town Center District would allow deviations that are both more and less
restrictive than the permitted uses and development standards of the underlying zoning
district. Deviations would only be granted when there is ample evidence that such
deviations will not adversely affect neighboring properties and surrounding areas and
where such deviations are necessary to accomplish the stated intent of the Special
Development Areas.

Zoning and Subdivision Committee
Infill Development
The Vision Derby 2040 Comprehensive Plan encourages variety by making Derby a
place where everyone feels valued and a part of the community. Both new
development and infill development are essential to creating a vibrant community. Both
can happen simultaneously to grow the community, provide opportunities for new
housing types, and create quality neighborhoods. To that end, the City Council recently
added a priority to remove barriers to promote infill development. Proposed changes to
the zoning regulations that address this priority are discussed below.
Zoning in Core Neighborhoods
Derby’s core neighborhoods are bounded by Meadowlark Boulevard on the north,
Woodlawn Boulevard on the east, Park Lane Street on the south, and Baltimore
Avenue/Buckner Street on the west. As shown in the aerial photograph below, the core
neighborhoods were fully-developed more than 50 years ago.
1968 Aerial Photograph
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The core neighborhoods are predominately zoned R-1 Single-Family Residential, which
requires a minimum lot size of 8,400 square and a minimum lot width of 70 feet.
However, most of the lots in the core neighborhoods are smaller than 8,400 square feet
and less than 70 feet wide. The non-conforming status of these lots in the is a barrier to
infill development. Two options are proposed to address this barrier.
1. Modify R-1 District Development Standards – The committee has recommended
that the minimum lot size of the R-1 District be reduced to 6,000 square feet and
that the lot width be reduced to 50 feet. Such a change would remove the nonconforming status of the lots in the core neighborhoods; however, it would not
provide opportunities for new housing types that encourage reinvestment.
2. R-1A Single-Family/Zero Lot Line District – The R1-A District is intended to
facilitate zero lot line development. The R-1A District was established in 1983
but has only been applied to 44 lots along Village Lake Drive, located northwest
of the Meadowlark Avenue/Bucker Street intersection. The R-1A District is
proposed to be modified to also facilitate infill development and be applied to the
core neighborhoods as shown in the red outline on the map below. Properties
zoned other than R-1 within the red outline are proposed to remain as zoned.
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Fixing the non-conforming status of existing lots by modifying the R-1 district will allow
reinvestment in the existing housing stock (subject to some limitations discussed
below). However, new single-family houses (the only type permitted in R-1) are unlikely
to be constructed as the construction cost for new homes is significantly higher than
what houses sell for in the core neighborhoods. This means new houses likely won’t
appraise for construction cost, making most conventional financing options unavailable
and limiting most new home construction to subsidized housing.
A significant segment of the housing market only will consider homes with the design
features found in newer construction. While existing houses can (and should) be
remodeled to add newer design features, limiting infill development to remodeling and
subsidized housing significantly reduces the potential of the core neighborhoods.
Additional housing types such as accessory dwelling units, duplexes, and small
apartment buildings, have income potential that allows them to be constructed without
subsidies, thus adding new housing with sought after design features in neighborhoods
that offer the walkable lifestyle that many seek.
The City of Wichita is undertaking infill development efforts to promote investment in
existing neighborhoods by encouraging a variety of housing types. An attached
document contains portions of a city council workshop presentation regarding the
zoning elements of the Wichita infill development proposal. The document explains the
benefits of infill development and provides examples. Infill development in Derby will be
more successful if it offers options similar to those available elsewhere in the region.
The attached redlined document for the R-1A District contains proposed changes that
would allow accessory dwellings, single-family attached dwellings, two-family dwellings,
and multi-family dwellings in the core neighborhoods through approval of a Special Use
by the Planning Commission, with ability to appeal to the City Council. The process for
consideration of a Special Use would include notification of neighboring property owners
and review of site plans and elevation drawings. Examples of the types of development
that could be approved by Special Use are attached.
The redlined document for the R-1A District also proposes to eliminate the limitations on
house additions regarding size and height. The intent of the limitations is to prohibit
house additions that do not fit with the scale of existing houses in the neighborhood.
However, the limitations do not entirely accomplish that intent because a much larger
house typically can be built on a lot by tearing down the existing house and building
new. Therefore, the limitations primarily serve to discourage reinvestment in existing
houses.
Home Occupations
As stated in the attached article entitled “Making Room for Home-Base Businesses,”
home occupations are a major part of the economy. The current zoning regulations for
home occupations is relatively permissive but consistent with Wichita and Sedgwick
County regulations. However, the zoning regulations place greater restrictions on home
occupations in the R-1A district than the R-1 district. If the R-1A district is to become
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the “core neighborhood” zoning district as proposed, home occupation regulations for R1 and R-1A will need to be same. The attached redlined version of the home
occupation regulations establishes the same regulations for the R-1 and R-1A districts,
increases the area of a property that can be dedicated to a home occupation, and
modifies terms with implied bias.
B-4 Central Shopping District
Derby’s core retail area is zoned B-4 Central Shopping District and is located along
Baltimore Avenue from approximately James Street to Kay Street. The area is
developed with a wide variety of commercial and residential uses and has Derby’s most
significant opportunities for infill development on vacant and underutilized properties.
The B-4 district already promotes a walkable development pattern by allowing buildings
to be built to the street and by not requiring off-street parking. Four recommendations
further promoting infill development in the B-4 district are described below.
1. Expand the B-4 District – If the zoning of the core neighborhoods is changed to
R-1A, it is recommended that the zoning for the area between Georgie Avenue,
Madison Avenue, Derby Avenue, and Sunny-Dell Street be changed to B-4. The
area of the proposed B-4 zoning is outlined in blue on the map on page 2. The
changes to the B-4 district that the committee has recommended would allow the
existing residential uses to remain in the expanded area and convert over time as
the central shopping district expands through infill development. If the core
neighborhoods are not rezoned, this area also should remain as zoned
(predominately R-1).
2. Permit Small-Scale Manufacturing – The attached article entitled “Encouraging
Small-Scale Manufacturing During the COVID-19 Pandemic” states, “small scale
manufacturing can play a role in creating new jobs while also cultivating
community-based entrepreneurship.” The B-4 district permits small-scale
manufacturing. However, the B-4 district requires that any manufactured
products be sold at retail on-site and does not permit manufactured products to
be wholesaled or delivered off-site. The attached article entitled “Keto on with
Kerri Continues Expanding” describes a fast-growing Derby business engaged in
small-scale manufacturing as an example of the type of business that could be
promoted by allowing small-scale manufacturing products to be wholesaled and
delivered.
3. Permit Outdoor Markets – The zoning regulations currently permit temporary
sales in the B-4 district for one 14-day period every three months. If the B-4
district were to permit temporary sales for up to 60 days per year, the sales could
occur on a more routine basis to allow vendors to establish a following. The
sales also could be scheduled on weekends when the weather is nice and
outdoor shopping is popular. If numerous outdoor markets were established, a
destination in Derby could result bringing in new customers for “brick and mortar”
businesses as well.
4. Remove Sign Standards Exemption – The West End Development Plan and K15 Area Plan both recommend removing the B-4 district exemption from requiring
monument signs in order to improve the aesthetic standards of the area.
Addressing sign clutter along K-15 also is a City Council priority.
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T-C TOWN CENTER DISTRICT.

The T-C Town Center District is intended to be applied as an overlay district to residential and
non-residential districts located within the Special Development Areas identified in the
Comprehensive Plan. The importance of the Special Development Areas to supporting
revitalization and infill development warrants appropriate deviations from the permitted uses and
development standards of the underlying zoning districts through the application of the T-C Town
Center District as an overlay district. Property within the T-C Town Center District shall comply
with both the overlay district regulations of this section and the standards of the underlying zoning
district. In the case of conflict between the regulations in this section and those of the underlying
zoning district, the regulations in this section shall prevail.
A. Establishment.
1. The T-C Town Center District shall be established through the amendment and review
procedures of Article 11 of these regulations, provided that the T-C Town Center
District shall be established only by amendment of the text of this section.
2. Establishment of the T-C Center District may be initiated only by the Governing Body
or the Planning Commission.
B. District Boundaries.
1. The T-C Town Center District boundaries shall be established by a map identifying the
properties to which the overlay district regulations of this section shall apply. Noncontiguous subdistricts may be established.
2. Such map is hereby incorporated by reference and is made a part of the Official Zoning
Map(s) of these regulations.
C. Deviations.
1. Any land use type and density, including special uses, may be permitted within the TC Town Center District provided that the Planning Commission and Governing Body
determine the land uses are appropriate for the Special Development Areas
identified in the Comprehensive Plan and the uses are specifically listed as permitted
by the text in this section.
2. The following otherwise applicable development standards of the underlying zoning
districts may be deviated from as part of the establishment of the T-C Center District
provided that the Planning Commission and Governing Body determine the
development standards are appropriate for the Special Development Areas identified
in the Comprehensive Plan and the development standards are specifically listed as
permitted by the text in this section.
a. Minimum lot size, depth and width,
b. Maximum lot coverage,
c. Maximum building or structure height,
d. Minimum depth of required yards or building setbacks,
e. Screening and landscaping,
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f.

Off-street parking and loading,

g. Accessory uses, temporary uses or home occupations,
h. Signs, and
i.

Design criteria.

Deviations may be both more and less restrictive than the permitted uses and development
standards of the underlying zoning district. Deviations shall only be granted when there is
ample evidence that such deviations will not adversely affect neighboring properties and
surrounding areas and where such deviations are necessary to accomplish the stated intent
of the Special Development Areas identified in the Comprehensive Plan.

R-1A DISTRICT
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R-1A CORE NEIGHBORHOOD SINGLE-FAMILY/ZERO LOT LINE
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT.
This district is intended to provide promote infill development in core neighborhoods through
flexibility and innovation that permits a variety of housing types and in zero lot line (ZLL) housing
designs for single-family dwellings by permitting more variations and reductions in the lot size and
bulk requirements than those required in other residential districts while retaining a minimum
housing size comparable to conventional single-family dwellings in the surrounding area.
A. Permitted Uses.
1. Single-family detached dwellings, residential-design manufactured homes
and group homes as defined in Section 202.
2. Parks and playgrounds and related structures thereto owned by a public
agency.
3. Public and private schools: primary, intermediate and secondary including
administrative centers, transportation centers, recreation areas, spectator
sports facilities and related uses; provided, that such facilities are on land
platted pursuant to the City’s Subdivision Regulations.
B. Special Uses.
1. See Section 1101 of these regulations.Accessory dwellings, subject to
Supplemental Regulation 1101.D.1.
2. Adult and child care centers and preschools.
3. Bed and breakfast homes.
4. Cemeteries, private or public, including any accessory structures.
5. Churches, chapels, temples and synagogues.
6. Communication structures, antennas or towers owned or operated by a
commercial communication company for the dwelling’s sole use.
7. Multi-family dwellings, subject to Supplemental Regulation 1101.D.14.
8. Privately owned parks and playgrounds, intended to serve a given residential
neighborhood, subject to Supplemental Regulation 1101.D.17.
9. Public buildings erected or land used by any agency of the City, County or
State government.
10. Public utility uses as follows: electric and telephone substations and
distribution centers; gas regulator stations; pumping stations; communication
structures, antennas or towers; and water towers and standpipes.
11. Single-family attached dwellings, subject to Supplemental Regulation
1101.D.18.
12. Two-family dwellings, subject to Supplemental Regulation 1101.D.19.
C. Exceptions.
1.13. See Section 1004 of these regulations.
D.C.

General Conditions for Zero Lot Line (ZLL) Dwellings.

R-1A DISTRICT
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1. Land used for ZLL dwellings in a R-1A District:
a. Shall be located as a self-contained unit of development such as (1) a
group of homes surrounding a cul-de-sac; (2) ZLL lots whose front lines
are oriented to face similar types of lots across a street and are not located
on a street carrying substantial volumes of traffic such as arterial or
collector streets; or (3) lots which face land use other than single or twofamily dwellings either existing or potentially to be developed.
b. Shall, as a condition of zoning, be platted according to City Subdivision
Regulations with specific attention given to any problems of drainage or
utility easements, which may be created by the particular design concept.
2. A fencing and/or screening design plan for all ZLL lots shall be submitted
showing how privacy for each lot and its relationship to other lots will be
achieved.
3. To ensure privacy, no windows, doors or other openings shall be permitted on
the wall with the shortest distance to a setback line. Such wall shall be
constructed of the same material as the other exterior walls of the dwelling
unit.
4. In addition to the parking space requirements of Section 501(A)(1), each
dwelling shall have adequate space for at least two automobiles on the
driveway area.
5. Proposed restrictive covenants shall be submitted guaranteeing the
maintenance of the fencing and/or screening plan, access for maintenance of
structures in close proximity to one another, and other restrictions necessary
to carry out the intent of the overall design concept.
E.D.

Lot Size Requirements.
1. Minimum lot area: 5,0004,800 square feet.
2. Minimum lot width: 50 40 feet.
3. Minimum lot depth: 90 80 feet.

F.E.

Bulk Regulations.
1. Maximum structure height: 35 feet.
2. Yard requirements:
a. Minimum front yard: On corner lots, 25 feet on all sides abutting a street,
except that 15 feet is permitted where such frontage is adjacent to an
interior ZLL lot. On interior lots, 15 feet, except that the length and width
of the driveway area must extend at least 22 feet from the front lot line. 20
feet, except that on corner lots one of the yards may be reduced to 15 feet;
however, 20 feet shall still be required for yards with access to a garage.
b. Minimum side yard: 5 feet, except none is required for the common lot line
of an attached dwelling. For ZLL dwellings, Aa minimum of 10 feet shall
maintained between the adjacent residential structures. Overhanging
eaves and gutters are permitted by Section 303(F)(1); provided, that
provisions for their extension and maintenance over adjacent property is
contained in the restrictive covenants.
c. Minimum rear yard: 15 feet.
3. Maximum lot coverage: 60%

R-1A DISTRICT
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Use Limitations.
1. The square footage of any new addition to an existing principal structure shall
not exceed 50% of the original structure’s floor area.
2. Additions to existing principal structures shall not exceed the height of the
existing principal structure.
3. Any addition greater than 100 square feet in size, that is attached to an
existing principal structure, shall be accessible through an interior doorway
from the existing principal structure, in addition to any access provided from
the outside.
4.1. In addition to other use limitations, the following use limitations shall apply
to Residential Design Manufactured Homes:
•

Such units shall provide all of the accommodations necessary to be a dwelling
unit and all utilities shall be connected in conformance with applicable City
regulations.

•

Such structures shall be on a permanent foundation which has minimum
dimensions of 22 body feet in width, contain a pitched roof, siding and roofing
materials which are customarily used on site-built homes, and comply with the
following architectural or aesthetic standards so as to ensure their compatibility
with site-built housing:
a.

The roof must be predominantly double-pitched and have a minimum
vertical rise of 2.2 inches for every 12 inches of horizontal run, and must
be covered with material that is customarily used on site-built dwellings,
including but not limited to approved wood, asphalt composition
shingles or fiberglass, but excluding corrugated aluminum, corrugated
fiberglass, or metal roofing materials. The roof shall have a minimum
eave projection and roof overhang on at least two sides of 10 inches,
which may include a gutter.

b. Exterior siding shall be of a non-reflective material customarily used on
site-built dwellings, such as wood, composition, simulated wood,
clapboards, conventional vinyl or metal siding, brick, stucco or similar
materials, but excluding smooth, ribbed or corrugated metal or plastic
panels. Siding material shall extend below the top of the exterior of the
foundation or curtain wall or the joint between siding and enclosure wall
shall be flashed in accordance with City building codes.
c. The home shall be installed in accordance with the recommended
installation procedures of the manufacturer and the standards set by
the International Code Council (ICC) and published in the most current
edition of "Guidelines for Manufactured Housing Installations." A
continuous, permanent concrete or masonry foundation or masonry
curtain wall, unpierced except for required ventilation and access which
may include walk-out basements and garages, shall be installed under
the perimeter of the home, also in accordance with the above
referenced guidelines.
d. At the main entrance door there shall be a landing that is a minimum of
three feet by three feet, which is constructed to meet the requirements
of the City’s building codes.

R-1A DISTRICT
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e. The moving hitch, axles, wheels and transporting lights must be
removed at the time of installation of the home on the lot.
f.

The finished floor of the home shall be a maximum of 24 inches above
the exterior finish grade of the lot on which it is located, as measured
at the main entrance into the dwelling.

g. Any attached addition to such a home shall comply with all construction
requirements of the City’s building codes. Architectural and aesthetic
standards, as specified above, shall be applicable to all additions.
h. If 50% or more of the existing site-built housing on both sides of the
street on which the residential-design manufactured home is to be
installed have a garage and a covered porch or recessed entry, such a
home shall also provide a garage and porch or entry. On a corner lot,
the street shall mean that street on which the facade has been
designated for the household address number. External roofing and
siding material of the garage and porch or entry shall be similar in
appearance to the materials on the roofing and siding of the residentialdesign manufactured home.

202

DEFINITIONS.

DWELLING: A building or portion thereof which is designed or used for residential occupancy
including a condominium and a modular home, but not including a group home as defined herein,
an earth-sheltered dwelling, a residential-design manufactured home or a manufactured/mobile
home, unless any of the latter are specifically permitted.
DWELLING, ACCESSORY APARTMENT: A dwelling unit which that is subordinate to and
serves a principal single-family dwelling unit. An accessory apartment dwelling may be wholly
within, or mayis be detached from, a principal single-family dwelling unitand held under the same
ownership as a principal dwelling, but in any case, shall not exceed 50% of the area of the
principal residential structure. (See Section 600 for Accessory Uses and Section 403A.G.4 for
Use Limitations.). An accessory dwelling may be a detached garage or other permitted detached
accessory structure that includes a dwelling unit.
DWELLING, ATTACHED: A residential building, whichdwelling unit located on a lot that is joined
to another one or more other dwelling units on one or more other lots at one or more sides by a
party wall or walls above the ground level including walls on an attached garage. Such definition
shall not preclude the joining together of two dwellings units connected only by the corner or roof
of a garage.
DWELLING, DETACHED: A residential buildingdwelling unit which is entirely surrounded by
open space on the same lot, except that a zero lot line dwelling may not have open space on one
side of the lot.
DWELLING, MULTIPLE-FAMILY: A residential buildingdwelling containing three or more
dwelling units or one or more single-family or two-family dwellings on a lot that contains three or
more dwelling units.
DWELLING, SINGLE-FAMILY: A residential buildingdwelling containing one dwelling unit only
on a lot and/or a group home as defined herein.
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DWELLING, TWO-FAMILY: A residential buildingdwelling containing two dwelling units only on
a lot.
DWELLING UNIT: One or more rooms in a residential building or residential portion of a building
which are arranged, designed, used, or intended for use by one family, and which includes
cooking space and lawful sanitary facilities reserved for the occupants thereof.

1101.D.

SPECIAL USE SUPPLEMENTAL REGULATIONS.
1. Accessory ApartmentsDwelling: A maximum of one accessory apartment
dwelling may be allowed on the same lot as a single-family principal dwelling unit
subject to the following standards.
a. The accessory apartment may be attached or detached from the principal
structure. If detached, tThe accessory apartment dwelling shall be limited to
no more than 5075% of the area of the principal structuredwelling or the
maximum size permitted by the maximum lot coverage, whichever is less;
b. The appearance of an accessory apartment dwelling shall be compatible with
the main principal dwelling and with the character of the neighborhood and
shall use siding materials and roof designs compatible with dwellings in the
neighborhood;
c. Accessory apartments dwellings shall remain accessory to and under the same
ownership as the principal dwelling unit. Ownership shall not be divided or sold
as a separate dwelling unit;
d. Accessory dwellings shall conform to the bulk regulations for accessory
structures specified in Section 600(C);
e. A separate driveway from that provided for a principal dwelling shall not be
permitted for an accessory dwelling except on a corner lot or lot with at least
twice the required minimum lot width;
c.f. If an on-street parking space is not available adjacent to the lot on the same
side of the street, one off-street parking space is required for the accessory
dwelling in addition to the off-street parking spaces required for the principal
dwelling. If an off-street parking space is required for the accessory dwelling,
it may be located within a required front yard, provided that a parked vehicle
does not overhang into the street right-of-way; and
d.g.
Utility services provided to the accessory structure dwelling shall not be
provided as separate service from the principal dwelling unit. Accessory
apartments dwellings may be connected to the same septic system as the
principal structuredwelling; provided the septic system is designed with enough
capacity to adequately serve the total number of occupants residing in both the
principal structure dwelling and the accessory apartmentdwelling, as
determined by the City’s Building Trades Official; and.
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e.h.
Accessory apartments shall not be rented or leased to anyone not related
by blood, marriage or adoption to the occupant of the principal structure, except
that where a person related by blood, marriage or adoption to the occupant of
the principal structure has rented or leased an accessory apartment, one (1)
additional person not related by blood, adoption, or marriage that is living and
cooking together with such a related person as a single housekeeping unit shall
be allowed to rent or lease an accessory apartment with such a related person.
14.
Multi-Family Dwelling: Multi-family dwellings shall be permitted only on corner
lots, on lots facing an arterial or collector street, or on lots facing park/open space, multifamily uses, or non-residential uses. A maximum of one dwelling unit per 3,000 square
feet of lot area may be allowed subject to the following standards:
a. The appearance of multi-family dwellings shall be compatible with the
character of the neighborhood and shall use siding materials and roof
designs compatible with dwellings in the neighborhood;
b. A pedestrian-scaled entry shall be a prominent feature of the front façade
with entry doors oriented to the street in front of each dwelling unit;
c. A garage facing the street shall occupy no more than 50% of the ground-level
façade facing the street and shall project no farther than five feet from the
front wall line of the dwelling;
d. Required off-street parking shall not be located in front of the dwelling except
on a driveway to a garage, provided that a parked vehicle does not overhang
into the street right-of-way;
e. The façade facing the street shall contain transparent, glazed areas not less
than 10% of the area from the base of the dwelling to the start of the roofline
for any other vertical wall of interior living space facing the street. The total
wall area shall exclude gabled portions of the facade not containing livable
area. The glazed area on doors, including garage doors, shall not be
included in the calculation of the required area of glazing; and
f. Duplicative dwelling designs on adjoining lots shall not be permitted. Reverse
configurations of the same dwelling design on adjoining lots are not sufficient
to meet this standard.
17.
Privately Owned Parks and Playgrounds: Privately owned parks and
playgrounds intended to serve a given residential neighborhood include accessory
structures and uses for recreational activities such as clubhouses, swimming pools, tennis
courts, racquetball courts, playground equipment, gazebos, landscaping, open space,
parking, and similar accessory structures and uses as determined by the Planning
Commission. Privately owned parks and playgrounds shall not require approval of a
Special Use when located within a platted reserve that allows the use but shall require site
plan approval pursuant to Section 305.
18. Single-Family Attached Dwelling: A maximum of one single-family attached
dwelling is permitted on a lot, which shall have a minimum permitted lot area of 3,000
square feet. More than two attached single-family dwellings shall be permitted only on
corner lots, on lots facing an arterial or collector street, or on lots facing park/open
space, multi-family uses, or non-residential uses. Single-family attached dwellings may
be allowed subject to the following standards:
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a. The appearance of single-family attached dwellings shall be compatible with
the character of the neighborhood and shall use siding materials and roof
designs compatible with dwellings in the neighborhood;
b. A pedestrian-scaled entry shall be a prominent feature of the front façade
with entry doors oriented to the street in front of each dwelling unit;
c. A garage facing the street shall occupy no more than 50% of the ground-level
façade facing the street and shall project no farther than five feet from the
front wall line of the dwelling;
d. Required off-street parking shall not be located in front of the dwelling except
on a driveway to a garage, provided that a parked vehicle does not overhang
into the street right-of-way;
e. The façade facing the street shall contain transparent, glazed areas not less
than 10% of the area from the base of the dwelling to the start of the roofline
for any other vertical wall of interior living space facing the street. The total
wall area shall exclude gabled portions of the facade not containing livable
area. The glazed area on doors, including garage doors, shall not be
included in the calculation of the required area of glazing; and
f. Duplicative dwelling designs on adjoining lots shall not be permitted. Reverse
configurations of the same dwelling design on adjoining lots are not sufficient
to meet this standard.
18. Two-Family Dwelling: A maximum of two dwelling units per lot, which shall have a
minimum permitted lot area of 3,000 square feet, may be allowed subject to the following
standards:
a. The appearance of two-family dwellings shall be compatible with the
character of the neighborhood and shall use siding materials and roof
designs compatible with dwellings in the neighborhood;
b. A pedestrian-scaled entry shall be a prominent feature of the front façade
with entry doors oriented to the street in front of each dwelling unit;
c. A garage facing the street shall occupy no more than 50% of the ground-level
façade facing the street and shall project no farther than five feet from the
front wall line of the dwelling;
d. Required off-street parking shall not be located in front of the dwelling except
additional accessory off-street parking may be located on a driveway to a
garage, provided that a parked vehicle does not overhang into the street
right-of-way;
e. The façade facing the street shall contain transparent, glazed areas not less
than 10% of the area from the base of the dwelling to the start of the roofline
for any other vertical wall of interior living space facing the street. The total
wall area shall exclude gabled portions of the facade not containing livable
area. The glazed area on doors, including garage doors, shall not be
included in the calculation of the required area of glazing; and
f. Duplicative dwelling designs on adjoining lots shall not be permitted. Reverse
configurations of the same dwelling design on adjoining lots are not sufficient
to meet this standard.

600.C.

ACCESSORY USE BULK REGULATIONS.

C. Bulk Regulations.
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1. Accessory structures and uses shall maintain the same side and front yard setback as
is required for the principal structure, unless they are permitted obstructions within the
provisions of Section 303(F).
2. Accessory structures shall be set back at least five feet from the rear lot line, except
that garages with entrances facing alleys shall be set back at least 10 feet. [See
Section 901(A) for zoning permits on easements].
3. No part of any accessory building structure shall be located closer than 10 feet from
anyto a principal structure than permitted by the applicable building and fire code.
4. Accessory structures and uses shall otherwise comply with the bulk regulations
applicable in the district in which they are located, except that in residential districts,
no accessory building structures shall be more than one story high nor exceed 20 feet
in heightlimited to 60% of the maximum structure height of the underlying district.

R-1A Accessory Dwelling Unit Examples

50% of Principal
Dwelling Unit

75% of Principal
Dwelling Unit

R-1A Accessory Dwelling Unit Examples

75% of Principal
Dwelling Unit
50% of Principal
Dwelling Unit

R-1A Duplex Example
Top View

R-1A Duplex Example
Perspective View

R-1A Multiple-Family Dwellings Example
Top View

James St.

Five Dwelling Units on One Zoning Lot

R-1A Multiple-Family Dwellings Example
Perspective View

James St.

Five Dwelling Units on One Zoning Lot

R-1A Single-Family Attached Example
Top View

James St.

One Dwelling Unit per Zoning Lot (3 Lots = 3 Dwelling Units)

R-1A Single-Family Attached Example
Perspective View

James St.

One Dwelling Unit per Zoning Lot (3 Lots = 3 Dwelling Units)
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HOME OCCUPATIONS AUTHORIZATION.

Home occupations that are customarily incidental to the principal use of a residential building or
manufactured/mobile home shall be permitted provided the residential appearance of the building
or home is maintained and no undue traffic or parking problems are created. If such a home
occupation is conducted in a business or industrial district as a permitted or legal, nonconforming
use, all the provisions of this section must be adhered to unless a zoning permit and/or an
occupancy certificate is obtained to operate the property and structure(s) thereon as a use
meeting all the provisions of the applicable business or industrial district.*
A. Definition. A business, profession, occupation or trade conducted for gain or support
entirely within a residential building or manufactured/mobile home, or within a permitted
structure that is accessory to such a building or home.
B. Use Limitation. In addition to all of the use limitations applicable to the district in which it
is located, no home occupation shall be permitted unless it complies with the following
restrictions:
* Zoning permits are required only when a home occupation sign is displayed. Business
registration is required by City Code.
1. In the R-1, R-1A, R-1B, R-1C and
the B-2A BUCKNER BUSINESS DISTRICT:

R-2

Residential

Districts

and

a. Goods or stock for sale on or off the premises may be stored in enclosed areas,
except articles which may constitute a hazard to the safety of adjacent property
owners or tenants.
b. No alteration of the principal residential building shall be made which changes
the character thereof as a residence or causes goods to be displayed visibly
from the residence or on the premises provided the latter is not otherwise
permitted by other sections of these regulations.
c. No more than 25%50% of the area of the residence shall be devoted to the
home occupation; provided, however, that rooms let to boarders or roomers
and permitted accessory structures are not subject to this limitation. (See
Section 202 for definition of boarding and rooming house).
d. No equipment or process shall be used which shall create undue noise, smoke
or particulate matter emission, vibrations or odors which are detectable to the
normal senses off the lot. In case of electrical interference, no equipment or
process shall be used which creates a visual effect or an audible interference
off the premises in any radio or television receiver or transmitter or causes
fluctuation in power voltage.
e. There shall be no outdoor storage or display of equipment or materials used in
the home occupation, except a swimming pool for instruction.
f.

No more than one person other than a member of the immediate family
occupying such residence resident shall be employed.
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g. The home occupation shall be conducted entirely within the principal
residential building or in a permitted garage, storage structure or pool
accessory thereto. [See Section 600(B)(3) for limitations on storage structure].
h. No sign shall be permitted other than that permitted by the applicable
regulations in Article 7.
2. In the R-1A, R-3, R-4 and MH-1 Districts:
a. No person other than a member of the immediate family occupying such
residential unit resident shall be employed.
b. The home occupation shall be conducted entirely within the principal
residential building or manufactured/mobile home and no more than 20%40%
of the area of the dwelling shall be devoted to the home occupation.
c. No manufacturing or processing of any sort whatsoever shall be done and no
stock shall be displayed or sold on the premises.
d. No sign shall advertise the home occupation unless such sign is required by
state statute.
A. Home Occupations Permitted. Customary home occupations include, but are not limited
to, the following list of occupations; provided, however, that each listed occupation shall
be subject to the requirements of Section 602(A) and (B):
1. Artists, sculptors, authors, composers and photographers.
2. Barbers and beauticianscosmetologists; provided that only one operator shall be
permitted.
3. Adult care centers for not more than four adults, adult care homes, boarding homes
for children, day care homes and family and group day care homes.
4. Home crafts, such as model making, rug weaving, lapidary work, cabinet making,
picture framing, and the like.
5. Office facilities for Ministers, rabbis and priestsordained religious leaders.
6. Office facilities for accountants, architects, landscape architects, engineers, attorneys,
real estate and insurance agents, building contractors, brokers and members of similar
professions, but not physicians or dentists.
7. Office facilities for route salesmensales or manufacturer's representatives, when no
exchange of tangible goods is made on the premises.
8. Teachers, including music and dance instructors, provided that instruction shall be
limited to five pupils at anytime, except for occasional groups.
9. Seamstresses Seamsters and tailors.
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9.10.
Other uses determined by the Zoning Administrator to be customarily
incidental to the principal use of a residential building
B. Home Occupations Permitted only in the R-1C “Suburban Single-Family Residential
District.” In addition to the customary home occupations listed above, in the R-1C District
only, home occupations may also include, but are not limited to, the following list of
occupations; provided, however, that each listed occupation shall be subject to the
requirements of Section 602.A and 602.B:
1. Animal boarding and general care, but not including veterinary services and provided
that the number of animals harbored on any zoning lot is compliant with all applicable
City of Derby Municipal Codes.
2. Assembly, maintenance and repair of small implements used in the home, office, shop,
garage, lawn, garden and farm.
3. Welding and Machine shops.
4. Manufacturing of pottery, statuary, figurines, or other similar ceramic products using
only previously pulverized clay and kilns fired only by electricity or gas.
5. Automobile restoration conducted entirely within an enclosed structure with no outdoor
storage of vehicles, parts or equipment provided that the home occupation does not
exhibit regular or continuous sales as identified in Section 602.E.2.
E. Home Occupations Prohibited. Permitted home occupations, for example, shall not in
any event be deemed to include:
1. Animal kennels, hospitals or stables, except boarding as permitted by Section 602.D.1.
2. Automobile and other vehicular repair shops or sales of such vehicles which exhibit a
pattern of regular or continuous sales. A person holding a State Vehicle Dealer's
License may not operate as the same as a home occupation. This shall not prevent
the periodic sale of a vehicle which is owned and operated for personal use.
3. Dancing schools, except as provided for in Section 602.C.
4. Child care centers and preschools, unless specifically permitted by the district
regulations.
5. Excavating and/or heavy equipment operators.
6. Funeral homes.
7. Grocery stores.
8. Medical or dental clinics.
9. Renting of trailers, motor vehicles, tools or equipment.
10. Restaurants.

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS:
DERBY’S TOWN CENTERS
Derby provides a great place to grow as part of a valued community. Many of Derby’s signature
spaces emerged as an idea that would take a decade to become reality, including Warren
Riverview Park and Madison Avenue Central Park. Vision Derby 2040 intends to present the
next big idea that excites people of all ages about the City’s future and compels them to take
action.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SPECIAL DISTRICTS
Derby grew around linear transportation corridors rather than around a central hub, like many
historic communities. Therefore, there is not a traditional downtown gathering place of commercial
services, squares, plazas, and close-knit building stock. That is not to say Derby does not have
community gathering spaces. There are many great public spaces in Derby. However, most of these
are secluded to parks and recreation facilities that people drive or bike to for the sole purpose of
being at the park.

Vision Derby 2040 uses the deﬁnition of a town center as any place connected through the
succession of buildings, parks, civic activities, and active transportation that allows for planned and
unplanned interaction. To achieve this vision by 2040, this section describes several special districts
to retroﬁt and enhance. These include:
1. The Buckner Business District
2. Park2Park Cultural Corridor
· Warren Riverview Park Neighborhood
· Market Street Connection
· Market to Madison Urban Corridors
· Madison District
· Historic and Neighborhoods Connections
3. K-15 Area Plan
4. K-15 Business District

CHAPTER 3 | LAND USE & URBAN DESIGN

A town center is a place where people gather, sometimes not knowing exactly where they will
end up or what they will be doing. A visitor may visit a particular store then end up spending
time at a nearby square to enjoy the weather and social interaction. Gathering places like these
elevate Derby’s quality of life and present opportunities to enhance the already great community
comradery in Derby today.
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BUCKNER BUSINESS DISTRICT

Commercial Home Conversion
Examples:

Enhancing the Bucker Business District as a town center is a
relatively recent focus by the City. The district fronts Buckner
Street from K-15 to Meadowlark Boulevard. The City rezoned
much of the corridor in 2009 to allow mixed-uses on both sides
of the street. Residential properties were located on one side of
the street and businesses on the opposite. The intention of the
zoning provides property owners the opportunity to continue as
residential dwellings or convert to commercial use.
The character of the street and scale of development, along with
higher than local street trafﬁc counts, make Buckner an attractive
location for many types of small businesses. Through the zoning
designation, the City allows opportunities for property owners to
make improvements to the property.

Restaurant: Hammondsport, NY

2040 BUCKNER BUSINESS DISTRICT ACTIONS
1. Increase marketing of the district to the community and
business community.
› An awareness campaign with the business community, high
school entrepreneurship classes, and in other community
organizations to communicate the opportunities in the
district. The campaign can show the possibilities for startup space for those that may want to start a business.

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

2. Ensure any redevelopment for large sites on the west
interconnects uses.
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Service: Rapid City, SD

› Similar to parking lot walkability in action 4, sites under
redevelopment should create a relationship with the
street and other uses on the site. The principles for
mixed-use development listed earlier in Chapter 3 and
detailed more in Chapter 6 should be followed.
› Redevelopment should include public spaces like
plazas, outdoor shelters, or even park space for
neighborhood and business district gatherings.

3. Regularly evaluate zoning proposals to ensure the Buckner
Business District zoning (B-2A) is meeting the intent and
market demand of the area.
› The market will change over time. As with any
commercial area in Derby, the standards for the
Buckner Business District should evolve with
the demand for different uses in Derby.

Restaurant: Pittsford, NY

FIGURE 3.15: Buckner District Parking Lot Redesign Opportunities

The Derby Walkable
Development Plan identiﬁes
methods to improve the
urban environment should
redevelopment or inﬁll
projects occur on the west
side of Buckner Street.
Figure 3.15 illustrates these
examples:
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1. Parking redesign to clarify
circulation and reduce
conﬂicts to increase
safety. For example,
access points to Dillions
are moved or eliminated
for pedestrian routes.
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4. Update zoning to require
parking lot walkability when
significant redevelopment
of commercial property
occurs.
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2. Uninterrupted separate
pedestrian entrance route.
3. Continuous path grid
from major streets to
building fronts with high
visibility crossings.
4. Sidewalk continuity along
interior “streets” with
access management.
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5. Pedestrian connections
among pad sites.
6. Possible redevelopment
or open space/amenity
on surplus parking area.
7. Protected intersections
and crossings.
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Post Office
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DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

PARK2PARK CULTURAL CORRIDOR

Derby initially developed as a village with a small downtown
core. The inﬂux of growth occurred during the emergence of
the automobile age. A vestige of a traditional town center was
subsumed by burgeoning post-war commercial development,
ﬁrst along the K-15 corridor and more recently along Rock Road.
This characteristic, common to many other auto-era suburban
cities, leads communities to ﬁnd more deliberate efforts to
establish venues to create a sense of identity that would have
otherwise been furnished by a traditional town center.
In Derby, great parks and public facilities have substituted the
role of the traditional town center for its residents and visitors.
Yet, participants in the planning process desire an identiﬁable,
multi-use city center. Some suburban peer cities have taken the
dramatic step of building new city centers from the ground up.
Some of these have used parks as primary anchors and catalysts
for development.
Derby has established the framework for developing a unique,
park-oriented urban district with its development of two
signature city parks – Warren Riverview Park and Madison
Avenue Central Park. A district that links these two parks
enhances parts of the original center, increases the connection
of the city to its riverfront, dedicates space for medium-density
housing with convenient services, and creates the walkable
image center that Derby residents desire. The following
discussions present the concept and components of this
“Park2Park Cultural Corridor.”

In Derby, great
parks and public
facilities have come
to play some of
the roles of the
traditional town
center for residents
and visitors. Yet, the
planning process still
points to a desire on
the part of residents
for an identiﬁable,
multi-use city center.
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Traditional American cities grew from a central district, often
deﬁned by a transportation feature like a railroad station or a
geographic feature like a river. These districts evolved as the
focus of economic and civic life, the locations of city halls, county
courthouses, retail stores, ofﬁces, central parks, churches, opera
houses, auditoriums, and theaters. Because of the transportation
technologies of the times, these important facilities developed
close to each other, within easy walking distance, and were
connected to residential areas by transit lines. In Wichita’s
metropolitan area, downtown was the dominant regional center.
Some surrounding suburban towns such as Goddard and Valley
Center, developed small traditional main street districts.
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KEY GOALS AND PRINCIPLES FIGURE 3.15
Activated Riverfront. The scenic Arkansas
River is a major asset for Derby and has yet
to be leveraged as an amenity to stimulate
development. Warren Riverview Park was an
important initiative to take full advantage of
the riverfront’s potential. The park has proven
very popular for events and family recreation,
despite being somewhat isolated from the rest
of Derby. Its popularity underscores the further
potential of the river as a catalyst for both
commercial and residential development.

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Improved Connections. A key priority for
the future is connecting people safely across
barriers like busy streets and the railroad that
separate neighborhoods from parks and the
river. The City’s two parks and riverfront are
separated by both the busy BNSF railroad and
the heavily traveled K-15 corridor. Baltimore
Avenue (K-15) and Madison Avenue, the main
crossroads of a potential urban district, are
major trafﬁc ways that serve primarily vehicles.
A street system that accommodates all users
safely and comfortably reinforces other
development objectives and the concept of a
walkable urban district.
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Park2Park Mixed-Use Redevelopment. A
potential Park2Park Cultural Corridor includes
a variety of existing land uses, including
signiﬁcant employment; older industrial and
trade businesses along the tracks; a range of
commercial and ofﬁces; a block of venerable
churches; and a number of homes. This
mixture provides a perfect opportunity for the
emergence of a connected district that adds
new urban housing on inﬁll sites and preserves
existing commercial and service businesses.

Places and Corridors for Interaction. An
essential part of a central urban district is
to bring people together – to paraphrase
physicist Geoffrey West, to maximize
interaction and minimize distress. Positive and
sometimes unplanned opportunities to gather,
attend events, meet with friends, exercise, and
socialize should be common. These spaces
include both programmed and chance events
that bring an urban district to life.
Extension into Surrounding Neighborhoods.
The potential Park2Park Cultural Corridor
exists in the context of some of Derby’s oldest
neighborhoods and historic features, including
the historic museum and El Paso Cemetery.
The concept extends links and greenways
that takes advantage of these features and
reinforces the unifying character of the Derby
Grand Tour street system proposed in Chapter
4.
Images and Memories. The character of the
Cultural Corridor should complement the
surrounding neighborhoods, making it an
extension of their own homes. A coordinated
marketing campaign including graphics,
wayﬁnding, online, and general word of
mouth can establish the Cultural Corridor as
a destination that attracts visitors and retains
residents.

FIGURE 3.16: Park2Park Cultural Corridor
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Figure 3.16 illustrates the Park2Park Cultural Corridor and its
components. The illustration focuses on ﬁve main components:

Commercial

1. Warren Riverview Park Neighborhood

Residential

2. Market Street Connection

Light Industrial

3. Market to Madison Urban Corridors

Cottage Residential
Workshop Space

4. Madison District
5. Neighborhood Connections

Existing Building
Potential Shared-Use Path
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WARREN RIVERVIEW PARK
NEIGHBORHOOD
Warren Riverview Park (WRP) is the western
activity center of the Park2Park Cultural
Corridor. WRP has become a very popular
attraction as Derby’s only direct access to the
Arkansas River, despite being a destination that
most people have to access by car. Connecting
the nearby amenities presents an opportunity
to build a true riverfront neighborhood that
celebrates park and scenic river with the
adjacent employment centers and private
developer interest. Figure 3.17 displays the
concept for the neighborhood, and includes
the following elements.
1) Commercial Restaurant and Event
Space. The location offers a scenic site for a
restaurant or event space that overlooks the
river with outdoor plaza space. This would
complement the land suitable for development
without creating additional ﬂood impacts.

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

2) Riverview Promenade. The Riverview
Promenade extends from the park to Kay
Street, two blocks south of Washington
Street. This plan envisions Kay as a major
east-west multi-modal crosstown connector.
The Promenade would be a signiﬁcant
amenity that ties potential residential and
mixed-use development sites together.
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Washington Street Context

3) Riverview Multi-Family Housing. Multifamily development along the riverfront can
take advantage of river views, build population
and a customer base in this part of Derby,
and provide sites for higher-density housing
that meet local needs but have been hard
to develop in lower density parts of Derby.
Probable housing types include market
rate rental or owner-occupied condos with
signiﬁcant greenspace. Housing could be up
to three stories of residential developed over
parking at-grade with some limited commercial
incorporated into these new buildings.
4) Cottage Residential and Workshop Space.
Small single-family detached residential
is appropriate on underused inﬁll sites
along Water Street. These cottages could
be developed as live-work spaces, with
workshop space at street level and living
area above, or use of an entire cottage for
studios or business start-ups. This could
help advance the growth of an arts/crafts/
maker-space subdistrict in this area.
5) River Street Business Development.
River Street, north of Market, has
become a signiﬁcant employment center
and still has signiﬁcant development
potential as a continued clean industrial,
research, and business center.
6) Existing Buildings. Several existing
businesses and functions remain along
Water Street. These uses add the
function of the area as a mixed-use ﬂex
residential and craftsman incubator.

FIGURE 3.17: Warren Riverview Park Neighborhood
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MARKET STREET CONNECTION
The K-15 and BNSF corridors are signiﬁcant barriers dividing the riverfront from the rest of the
city. Participants in the planning process frequently commented that people need to cross these
obstacles safely. The ﬁve-foot path along Market Street, which is the primary connection to
Warren Riverview Park, is reported uncomfortable by participants in the planning process. Users,
particularly families with children, often compete for the space as cyclists. Figure 3.18 shows
alternatives that could be combined to resolve these challenges.

Alternative 1) Establish Surface Crossing:
› Widen the existing sidewalk to meet full shared
use path standards. Adequate width exists
to widen pathway from ﬁve to ten feet.
› Upgrade the path’s railroad crossing
by placing barriers and a gate.
› Paint continental-style crosswalks at all driveways
and street intersections along Market Street.

Alternative 2) Designate Washington Street
as a Pedestrian and Bicycle Boulevard:
› Designate W. Washington Street as a
pedestrian/bicycle boulevard.

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

› Install relatively minor adaptations, such as pavement
markings, special graphics, and wayﬁnding to make the
“boulevard” ideal for pedestrian and bicycle use.
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Railroad Crossing Improvements

Existing Railroad Crossing

Bicycle Boulevard Example

FIGURE 3.18: Possible Market Street Connection Alternatives
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Alternative 3) Study a Grade Separation Alternative:
› Prepare an engineering-analysis for a grade separated
crossing. Considerations for the study include:
» Acquire an alignment through or around available
properties for a ramped path of sufﬁcient
length to provide a ﬁve percent grade for
adequate clearance under the BNSF tracks.
» Develop a lighted underpass under the trackage.
» Develop a new shared use path at mid-block
between Market and Washington Streets and along
Water and Washington Streets to the Washington
Street access to Warren Riverview Park.
Alternative 4) Upgrade K-15 (Baltimore Street) Intersection:
› Upgrade the existing pedestrian crossing of K-15 with
primary emphasis on the east-west movement along
Market Street. Either railroad crossing alternative will direct
a major pedestrian/bicycle movement to the southwest
corner of Baltimore and Market Streets. A short-term
solution involves widening the existing continentalstyle crosswalks on all four legs of the intersection.
A desirable alternative is developing a “protected
intersection,” a design that provides a protected zone for
pedestrians and bicyclists crossing two major arterials.
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MARKET TO MADISON URBAN
CORRIDORS
The Park2Park Cultural Corridor includes
two north-south links between Market Street
and Madison Avenue, a three block distance
illustrated in Figure 3.18. These passages,
including the intensive commercial uses along
Baltimore Street (K-15) and the considerably
more relaxed Georgie Avenue, provide
opportunities for inﬁll development and an
improved pedestrian experience.

Baltimore Street Possibilities
1. Upgrade Baltimore Street between Market
and Madison as an improved street
serving businesses and development
along K-15. This concept includes
redevelopment of distressed structures,
new commercial buildings, shared
public parking, and potential middensity townhomes between the existing
Baltimore Street alley and Buckner Street.
2. Improve sidewalk and streetscape
along Baltimore St, including on
property inside of the existing public
sidewalks. Expanding sidewalks to
typical ﬁve-foot width where feasible.
3. Redevelop underused inﬁll sites. The
Emma to Main block on the east side of
Buckner Street provides such a mixeduse development opportunity.

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Georgie Avenue Possibilities
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4. Continue shared use path along the
south side of Market Street to Georgie
Avenue. Georgie’s width and location
off the main corridor provides the best
pedestrian and bicycle environment
for connectedness to Madison.
5. Reconﬁgure Georgie Avenue as
a complete street, with sidewalks
or shared use path, with bicycle
accommodations, and streetscape.
6. Develop strategic inﬁll sites, including
sites that can be opened by more efﬁcient
and common use of church parking lots.
The block between Madison Avenue and
Emma Street is a potential site for medium
density housing, such as townhomes.

MADISON DISTRICT
Madison Avenue is the spine of the Park2Park
Cultural Corridor, shown in Figure 3.19.
Madison Avenue is the principal linkage to
the park. Nearby older development patterns
provide substantial opportunities for reenvisioning this segment. The presence of
nearby services and the park make the area
especially suitable for medium density housing,
such as urban family townhomes. Potential sites
include:
7. Redesign the block west of Madison
Avenue Central Park to develop the
frontage of Madison Avenue and shift
parking to the west part of the block.
8. Redevelop older strip centers on the south
side of the street west of Derby Avenue.
9. Site redesign to provide an improved
sidewalk or shared use path with a parkway
setback between the curb and the sidewalk.

FIGURE 3.19: Madison District
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FIGURE 3.20: Cultural Core Neighborhood Connections

James St

Developing the Park2Park
Cultural Corridor adds
value to surrounding areas
particularly if the area is
connected to other parts of
the community. Connections
in Figure 3.20 include:

English
Park

Woodlawn Blvd

Madison
Avenue
Central Park

Westview Dr

Lakeview Dr

Derby Ave

· The Westview Drive
greenway north to
English Park and James
Street. James Street
is the designated
crosstown bikeway and
pedestrian route to
Rock Road, Rock River
Rapids, and High Park.
Chapter 4: Transportation
+ Mobility provides
recommendations for
improvements on James
Street to increase the
safety of bicyclists.

Madison Ave
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· Market Street east to the
Derby Historical Museum
and Derby Middle School.
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K-15 AREA PLAN
The K-15 Area Plan explores scenarios for improving mobility and development and acts as the
policy guide for the area. The City approved the K-15 Area Plan in 2019, which set the vision for the
land use and transportation of the non-residential areas between Patriot Avenue and Meadowlark
Boulevard between K-15 and Buckner Street. Figure 3.21 shows the organization of land use,
possible placement of buildings and parking, and overall circulation. The area is both the gateway
to the community and an area of constant industry and economic activity because of its proximity,
in part, to McConnell Air Force Base and neighborhoods.

North Area
The north area includes light industrial
buildings. Important considerations for
enhancement of this area include:

FIGURE 3.21: K-15 Area Plan Preferred Concept
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1. Improving trafﬁc safety and access at
the intersections of Patriot Avenue
and Kansas Highway 15 (K-15) and
Patriot Avenue and Nelson Drive.
2. Upgrading the aesthetics of older
buildings and celebrating the
district as the gateway to Derby.
3. Addressing stormwater runoff.
4. Encouraging higher and better use of
land while creating destinations.
5. Improving internal circulation.
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South Area
The south area includes the area south
of Walmart. Important considerations for
enhancement of this area include:
10. The intersections on Red Powell Drive,
including at K-15 and Nelson Drive.
11. Screening and buffering for
storage and dumpster areas.
12. Addressing stormwater runoff.
13. Improving the appearance of K-15.
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Tall Tree Rd

Buckner St

6. Creating new access from K-15 to
relieve stress on the Red Powell
and Nelson Drive Intersection.
7. Connecting the neighborhoods
to the east to Walmart and other
commercial enterprises in the area
with pedestrian and bicycle paths.
8. Addressing stormwater runoff.
9. Improving the appearance of K-15.

7
6
K-15

The central area includes industrial buildings
and the Walmart building. Important
considerations for enhancement of this area
include:
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K-15 BUSINESS DISTRICT
While Derby never developed a “downtown” in the traditional
sense, many people identify the K-15/Baltimore Avenue segment
from the N. Buckner Street intersection to Market Street as the
closest area to a central business district. Because the Park2Park
Cultural Corridor addresses the section of the street between
Madison Avenue and Market Street, this discussion focuses on
the segment north to Buckner Street.

EXISTING ASSESSMENT

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Land Use and Street Environment. Current development
consists primarily of free-standing commercial buildings, usually
with single occupants, and multi-tenant commercial strips.
On the east side of K-15, Veterans Memorial Park between
Wedgewood Drive and Britain Street presents a linear green
space adjacent to the roadway, buffering the multi-tenant El
Paso Village from trafﬁc. Extensions of Memorial Park in green
strips north to the Buckner Street intersection and south to
Madison Avenue provide reasonable pedestrian continuity on
the east side of the district. On the west side of K-15, multitenant strip centers and single bay front-loaded parking are
located much closer to the street, creating a less generous
pedestrian environment. Parking lots and other paved areas
extend almost to the back of the sidewalk with only a narrow
grass strip from K-15 trafﬁc.
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On the west blocks of the corridor, most of the K-15 commercial
frontages extend through to Buckner Street. These rear
frontages are used primarily for storage, service, and informal
parking. They provide some opportunities for redevelopment
and site improvements. The area between the west side of
Buckner Street and the railroad is mostly industrial, business
park, and trade commercial uses. Vacant properties along
Buckner Street south of the Wedgewood Drive intersection
also present opportunities for clean industrial or “maker space”
development. Reuse or new development opportunities on
the eastern blocks are more constrained. Lots behind the
K-15 commercial properties are largely residential, with some
established commercial uses.

Memorial Park

Transportation and Circulation. The K-15 corridor through this
business district presents some signiﬁcant trafﬁc circulation and
safety issues. The most serious problems occur at the complex
intersection of K-15 and Buckner Street, complicated by the
diagonal alignment of K-15 itself. Buckner Street is aligned with
a short frontage road that serves properties on the west side of
K-15. Drive aisles from the existing McDonald’s and an adjacent
auto service center enter the frontage road intersection at this
point. A primary crosswalk introduces pedestrians into these
conﬂicting points of access. Pedestrians accessing McDonald’s
are directed south along K-15 to a sidewalk and marked walk into
the restaurant itself. Farther south, a continuous double-loaded
parking area directly adjacent to K-15 and four driveway cuts
introduces signiﬁcant trafﬁc friction and conﬂicting movements
into this area. These problems are very difﬁcult to resolve
without at least some redevelopment.
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Access conﬂicts are somewhat less serious on the east side of
K-15. Access to Nelson Drive from the north was eliminated
by a previous modiﬁcation of the Buckner Street intersection.
This limits access to the Wedgewood Drive and Britain Street
intersections on the north blocks. However, access points close
to K-15 on either side of the Walnut Street intersection and
two access points close to the Madison Avenue intersection
introduce other access conﬂict points. These could be
addressed by better interconnection of parking and drive aisles.

Typically Buffer Distance on East Side of K-15
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GOALS AND TACTICS
While many of the challenges for the
business district would be addressed by
major redevelopment, the speciﬁc directions
presented in this section are tactical in nature.
Tactics focus on reusing vacant or underutilized
sites, but retaining most existing commercial
development. New, higher intensity urban
development would tend to focus in the
Park2Park Cultural Corridor, while the K-15
Business District remains a better, more
commodious version of the existing, autooriented development environment.

Goals
· Improvement to the overall image of the
district, including the K-15 streetscape
and pedestrian environment.
· Increase the safety and function by
reducing or eliminating access conﬂicts
and reducing friction between local
trafﬁc and through movements.
· Make more effective use of vacant
or inefﬁciently used land.

Tactics and Strategies (Figure 3.22)

DERBY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

A. For commercial properties on the west
side of K-15 between Wedgewood Drive and
Madison Avenue:
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parking along the backside
1 › Develop
of properties along Buckner Street
to replace some of the congested
parking now concentrated along K-15
in front of buildings. This permits
replacement of the parking row along
the street with green space and an
improved, properly separated pedestrian
path and allows greater efﬁciency
of the remaining row of stalls.
parking lot redesign, improve and
2 › With
clarify the inter-connected drive aisle
so that it functions more effectively.

3

› In place of existing curb cuts, provide a
connection on the Britain Street alignment
between K-15 and Buckner Street.

the strip centers, devote a vacant
4 › Within
bay or modify the building to provide
one or more pedestrian pass-throughs
between rear parking and K-15 storefronts.
› Provide deﬁned and high amenity access
from the K-15 sidewalk to buildings.
B. For commercial properties on the east side
of K-15:
drive aisles between
2 › Interconnect
Britain Street and Walnut Street,
permitting possible closure or
conversion to right in-right out access
of the Walnut Street intersection.
unnecessary parking areas on
5 › Convert
the northeast corner of K-15 and Madison
Avenue to a corner green space and
public place. Alternatively, promote
redevelopment of that corner in a way
that provides a public corner place.
C. At the Buckner and K-15 Intersection:
the frontage road north
6 › Connect
of Buckner with Buckner south of
Wedgewood Drive to provide a
continuous link. Open local driveways
off this continuous local access.
can be accomplished by
7 » This
incorporating the drive in front of
McDonald’s and continuing the
connection through the commercial
property, now a used car dealership,
to the south. Compensate that site by
swapping vacant land to the south.
the Buckner Street outlet on the
8 › Modify
west side of K-15 to a three-lane section.
D. Promote redevelopment on the following
sites:
1: Vacant land south of McDonald’s
5 › Site
between Buckner Street and the
railroad for commercial, wholesale, or
light industrial/maker space uses.
2: The salvage yard along Madison
5 › Site
Avenue between K-15 and the railroad
for upgraded limited industrial use.
3: The northeast corner of K-15 and
5 › Site
Madison Avenue for retail or mixed-use,
with a public place at the intersection.
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FIGURE 3.22: K-15 Business District Concept
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1. Background

6

Background

Incentives /
Nodes

Zoning
Land Bank

7

Community Investments Plan (2016)
• Infrastructure focus
• Transportation
• Water, Sewer & Storm water
• Finance

• Urban Infill Strategy
• Established Central Area
8

Community Trends
• Era of fiscal constraint – revenue and
expenses
• Smaller household size, more diverse, older

• Preference for more transportation options
• National / international competition for talent
10

Urban Infill Strategy
• Infill development can…
• reverse patterns of abandonment and decline
• reduce growth pressure on rural areas
• provide for efficient use of land
• utilize existing infrastructure and services

11

• improve the quality of life in areas experiencing
abandonment and decline

Wichita: Places for People Plan (2019)
• Vision
• Strong neighborhoods
• Vibrant centers
• Strong economy

• Through
•
•
•
•
14

Infill reinvestment
Walkable design
Multi-modal transportation
Housing options

15

Wichita: Places for People Plan

• Zoning recommendations
• Land Bank
• Strategic investment strategy

17

2. Zoning

18

Zoning – Why?
• Enhancing walkability gradually
• design, scale, options

• Increasing housing choices / opportunities
• Physical differences pre- and post-1960
• Non-conforming development pattern

• Efficient use of infrastructure and
community resources
19

Zoning – Draft Proposal
• Accessory apartments
• Duplex development in SF-5

• Compact lots
• Townhomes / Multi-Unit

20

Zoning – How?
• Established Central Area

• Option available to property owners
• Design standards to reflect neighborhood character
• Based on previous visual preference survey

• Shorter approval process – 2-3 weeks vs 75 days
21

Zoning – Accessory Apartment
(Accessory Dwelling Unit)

• Dwelling unit
• Separate from main home
• Shares utilities
25

Accessory Apartment - Benefits
• Responds to interest in additional housing options in ECA
• Enhanced and compatible designs
• Reduces regulatory hurdles and encourages revitalization
• Increases supply of walkable housing

• Provides for efficient use of land
• Utilizes existing infrastructure and services

26

Accessory Apartment
- Examples

27

Accessory Apartment
– Design (New)
• Administrative Approval
• Architectural style and materials
similar to main building and
compatible with neighborhood
• Maximum square footage is up to
75% of main home
• Other..
• Roof, Siding, Etc.
28

Zoning - Duplex
• Two connected dwelling units

• Separate utilities

30

Duplex - Benefits
• Responds to interest in additional housing options in ECA
• Enhanced and compatible designs
• Reduces regulatory hurdles and encourages revitalization
• Increases supply of walkable housing
• Provides for efficient use of land

• Utilizes existing infrastructure and services
31

Duplex - Examples

32

Duplex – Proposed Update
• Lot size
• minimum 2,500 square feet per duplex unit
• minimum 5,000 square feet per duplex building

• Design Standards apply

33

Duplex – Design (New)
• Administrative Approval
• Garage door(s) extend no more than 5 feet from
front door

• Garages no more than 50% of ground level facade
• Corner lots have entrances on opposite streets
• Front doors are prominent feature on front
• Developments with several units require design
variety
• roof, siding, etc.
34

Zoning – Compact Lots
• Less than 5,000 square feet

• Typically less than 50 feet wide

36

Compact Lots - Benefits
• Reduces regulatory obstacles and encourages
revitalization for irregular properties
• Responds to interest in additional housing
options in ECA
• Enhanced and compatible designs
• Increases supply of walkable housing
• Provides for efficient use of land
• Utilizes existing infrastructure and services
37

Compact Lots – Design Standards (New)

• By Right (w/ Design Standards)
• Single family dwelling
• Lot size minimum = 3,000 square
feet/unit
• Garage doors equal or recessed with
front door – front elevation
38

Zoning – Townhouse /
Multi-Unit
• Multi-unit - shared walls

40

Townhouse / Multi-Unit
- Benefits
• Responds to interest in additional housing
options in ECA
• Enhanced and compatible designs
• Reduces regulatory hurdles and encourages
revitalization
• Increases supply of walkable housing
• Provides for efficient use of land
• Utilizes existing infrastructure and services
41

Town House / Multi-Unit –
Proposed Update
• Administrative Approval – TF-3

• Maximum density 4 units per
standard parcel (50’ x 140’)
• Max height of 35 feet
• Approx. 3 stories

• Design requirements
42

Town House / Multi-Unit –
Design Standards (New)
• Administrative Approval
• Garages no more than 50% of ground
level façade
• Garage doors equal or recessed with
front door – front facade
• Front doors are prominent feature on
front
• Developments with several units require
design variety

• roof, siding, etc.
43
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